Humanoid robots are versatile robot platforms that can carry out intelligent tasks and services for humans, including intimate interactions. For high mobility, a robust stabilization of motion including biped walking is crucial. This paper employs and elaborates on sensory reflex control to stabilize standing motion and biped walking using basic sensors such as an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and a force-sensing resistor (FSR). Specifically, normalized zero-moment points processed from FSR data are used in the reflexive control of a simple motion of swinging the whole body while standing, and the measured inclination angle of the trunk, filtered from IMU data, is used for biped walking on a sloped floor. The proposed control scheme is validated through experiments with the commercial humanoid robot, ROBOTIS-OP.
Introduction
Humanoid robots are designed and manufactured to resemble the human body, which is advantageous for providing effective human and robot interaction (HRI), intelligent services and displaying emotions through expression. Considering the scope of tasks to be carried out by humanoid robots, motion stability must be guaranteed irrespective of motion types, including dynamic motion like biped walking and static motion such as providing a food plate to people while standing.
Most research on the stability control of humanoid robots has concentrated on biped walking from two perspectives: pattern generation and motion stabilization control. The pattern generation of walking is conducted offline using the stability principle with a zero-moment point (ZMP) [1, 2] and a human-like two-stage gait pattern generation [3] . Motion stabilization control employs an inverted pendulum control [4] , a central pattern generator [5] , neural networks [6] and a fuzzy control [7] for the real-time adjustment of joint angles during biped walking, using all the sensory information available.
Despite the fact that the humanoid robot spends the majority of the time performing various tasks while standing erect, stability control for static motion has rarely been studied with experimental validation.
Sensory reflex control (SRC) is an inclusive and natureinspired control strategy combining pattern generation and feedback control with a sensory reflex [8] . The analysis of humans' natural walking method has been verified as an elegant mixture of inherent efficient patterns and rapid reflexive actions. Li et al. improved SRC by planning the ZMP trajectory and designing dynamic balance control with sensor fusion and fuzzy logic [9] . However, 10 joint actuators installed in the legs were controlled by single sensory information, which limited the control and performance of walking.
In this paper, two types of SRCs-one based on ZMP and the other on trunk inclination angles-are proposed with novel control schemes to stabilize humanoid motion while standing and during biped walking. The standing motion is to swing the whole body back and forth by rotating just the ankle joints following a sinusoidal trajectory. Since the magnitude of the body swing angle is 10° with a high velocity, the robot may fall down uncontrollably. ZMPbased SRC (ZSRC) is applied to this standing motion by limiting the ankle joint inside the marginal angles measured by ZMP and adjusting the knee and hip joints in a stabilizing direction.
As for the biped walking, reference joint patterns are generated offline for the robot to walk on level ground using an optimization method, which traces the referent ZMP trajectory and swing foot trajectory [10] . Humanoid robots often walk on a slightly inclined road or office floor, which requires minute changes in leg joint angles according to the inclination. During biped walking, ZMP dynamically flows in compliance with the walking direction and rightward or leftward according to the current supporting foot. Therefore, pitch and roll angles of the trunk are used in the application of SRC to the adaptation of both ankle and hip joints during walking on an inclined floor. The humanoid robot platform used in this paper is ROBOTIS-OP, a commercial, small humanoid robot, with which motion experiments are carried out with and without SRC for validation of the proposed control scheme. This paper is composed of six sections; Section 2 introduces the SRC and the measurement of posture stability using FSR. Section 3 describes the optimal pattern generation of biped walking and, employing a global optimization method, uses reference ZMP and foot position trajectories. In Section 4, the proposed SRC based on ZMP and trunk angle are explained with control principles and equations. Section 5 provides experiment results for the two types of SRC, and Section 6 concludes the present work.
Motion Stabilization Control

Sensory reflex control
In everyday life, humans balance the whole body skilfully with the rapid coordination of the spinal cord as a controller, the cochlea as an inclination sensor, and lots of muscles as actuators. SRC mimics this balancing principle in that the dynamic motion pattern, θ p (t), is supplied to the servo controller, and sensory information on the trunk angle, θ tr (t) and ϕ tr (t), and ZMP are fed back to the reflexive control, and then the output of SRC, Δθ(t), is added to the reference input as shown in Fig. 1 [8] . This control scheme in SRC is expressed as When SRC is applied to the motion control of the humanoid robot, sensory information acquired from each sensor module plays a crucial role. IMU and FSR are basic sensors installed in humanoid robots. The IMU, composed of threeaxis rate gyros and three-axis accelerometers together, has long been developed and applied to produce a precise trunk inclination angle. FSR consists of conductive polymer sheets and outputs the current pressure point inside the foot sole area using information from force-sensing buttons located on the corners of the foot. IMU measures the trunk angle, θ tr (t) and ϕ tr (t), and FSR transmits ZMP for the current posture in the present SRC loop. No more sensors are required for the proposed posture stabilization scheme.
While a robot is performing various motions in an uncertain environment, it is often difficult to determine an appropriate and instantaneous desired angle, θ p (t), that maintains the current posture and motion stability. In addition, when θ p (t) makes the robot lose balance, the SRC that adjusts relevant joint angles to solely track θ p (t) will decrease the posture stability. Therefore, it is necessary to modify or delimit θ p (t) online according to sensory information. In this paper, this scheme of reference adjustment is newly applied to ZSRC to control standing motions.
Measure of posture stability using FSR
Inside the sole area of the supporting foot, the FSR installed in ROBOTIS-OP maps the current pressure point on which the whole body exerts its weight. The commercial FSR module produces a two-dimensional integer coordinate of ZMP ranging from 0 to 254 in the asymmetric coordinate frame as shown in Fig. 2 . Therefore, the raw FSR data is transformed from integer values to real numbers between 0 and 1, which is called normalized ZMP (NZMP) by the following relationship: 
where left(right)_fsr_x(y) represent the FSR data acquired from the left (right) foot in the local x-axis (y-axis), respectively, as defined in Fig. 2 .
(left_fsr_x, left_fsr_y) (right_fsr_x, right_fsr_y) Figure 2 . Local FSR coordinate frames of each foot Figure 3 shows the resultant two-dimensional (X , Y ) coordinate frame for NZMP converted by equation (2) . It is worth noting that the NZMP coordinate frame is aligned with the world coordinate frame where the X-axis corresponds to the walking direction and the Y-axis represents the lateral direction increasing from right to left. Therefore, when a humanoid robot is tilted forward, the X-axis NZMP will increase from 0 to 1. On the other hand, a robot's motion tilting to the left will cause the Y-axis NZMP to increase from 0 to 1. This type of NZMP can be intuitively understood and directly applied to posture control. As a stability measure, the distance of the actual ZMP from the nearest boundary of a desired stable region (DSR) is proposed in the conventional SRC as shown in Fig. 4 [8] . If a ZMP of the current posture is located inside the DSR, the posture is regarded as stable. However, if it begins to escape out of the DSR, the stability is considered proportionally weakened. The distance of the current ZMP, p ZMP , from the nearest boundary of DSR, d ZMP , shown in Fig. 4 is used to calculate the control output of the ankle joint of the supporting foot in the conventional SRC [8] . Considering that commercial FSR measures ZMP with an average error of 10%, direct use of d ZMP in ankle joint control may degenerate control and performance. Moreover, since a nonzero d ZMP implies the robot is prone to tip over, a preemptive prohibition scheme against this situation is required, rather than general PI control.
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Pattern Generation of Stable Walking
Humanoid robot model
The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention is the standard method for the kinematic modelling of robots [11] . However, it is difficult to solve inverse kinematics with the DH method because of the numerical instability occurring at the inversion of 4 × 4 DH matrices. As an alternative, the projection-based (PB) kinematic method calculates the 3D positions of each joint in the world coordinate frame by projecting it on to the three orthogonal planes: the sagittal, coronal, and transversal planes [12] . In addition, sinusoidal functions employed in the PB method enable one to derive an explicit mathematical relationship between joint angles and desired positions.
In the present work, a humanoid robot has a total of 20 DOFs including 11 pitch joints with variables from θ 1 to θ 11 , six roll joints ϕ 1~ϕ6 , and three yaw joints ψ 1~ψ3 . 
Optimization of the biped walking pattern
To ensure reliable biped walking, the walking pattern should be deliberately designed, which satisfies the constraints of dynamic stability. Huang et al. [8] generated a dynamic walking pattern based on the ankle angle constraints of the swing foot and smooth hip trajectory with the largest stability margin using third-order spline interpolation. However, they only dealt with lower body joints rotating in the two-dimensional sagittal plane, which is not realistically implemented in an actual robot. The roll joints of the ankle and hip play a key part in sustaining the whole body in a single support phase, thus stabilizing angular trajectories for the roll joints should be included in the walking effort. In addition, the swing foot trajectory needs to be high enough to avoid obstacles in case of encountering rough terrain. Figure 6 . Reference ZMP trajectory for a periodic step [10] In [10] , the optimal biped walking pattern is automatically generated using a global optimization method called particle swarm optimization (PSO) [13] , which produces optimal variables that satisfy the four constraints: knee/ ankle limitation, positive swing foot height, the tracking reference ZMP trajectory, and the following reference swing foot trajectory. The reference ZMP trajectory for a periodic step is depicted with a piecewise linear function as shown in Fig. 6 , where the white rectangle represents the left supporting foot and the grey ones denote the movement of the right swing foot.
The equation of the linear function for the reference ZMP position (x zmp r , y zmp r ) is written in the following manner:
where the triplet (t k , x k , y k ) represents the time, x-axis and y-axis ZMP values, respectively, of the k-th node point in the reference trajectory shown in Fig. 6 . In [10] , the triplets for the node points A, B, C, and D are set to (0, 0, 0),
2 ) , and (T , S, 0) considering a human's natural gait pattern, where T , S, and l p denote the step period, step length and pelvis length of the humanoid robot.
The reference swing foot trajectory used in the fourth optimized walking constraint is depicted with a threesegment blending polynomial as shown in Fig. 7 , which is similar to a human's swing foot profile. A blending polynomial is produced by attaching multiple trajectory segments-expressed with a low order polynomial function such as cubic spline-and specifying each segment by its terminal via points [3] . Applying the condition of continuity in the function value and the derivative at each via point, the shape of the overall trajectory becomes sufficiently smooth for use in the joint angle trajectory of a humanoid robot. 
where w a , w s , w zmp , w h denote the weight coefficients, that should be minimized for both ZMPs and swing foot positions of an optimal walking method to sufficiently match their reference trajectories. Figure 8 shows the Matlab simulation of the optimal walking method for the left support attained after performing PSO and Figure 9 displays the reference and optimized trajectories of the ZMP and swing foot position. The advantage of this approach is that one can shape a desired trajectory by simply changing some parameters of the blending polynomial. 
Sensory Reflex Control
Sensory reflex control based on ZMP
In the present paper, the ankle, knee, and hip joints in the sagittal plane are controlled with ZSRC, considering the effect of each joint on posture stability.
For the ZSRC of the ankle joint, maximum and minimum limit angles are temporarily set from the current ankle joint angle when the measured ZMP escapes from the frontal boundary or the rear boundary of the DSR respectively. This is due to the fact that n ZMP e is set to 1. That is, when the current ZMP flows out of the front boundary of the DSR, the ankle joint angle is immediately registered as a maximum limit angle. On the other hand, if the current ZMP breaches the rear boundary of the DSR, the corresponding ankle joint angle is registered as an updated minimum limit angle. If the subsequent ankle joint is commanded to rotate more than the maximum angle or less than the minimum angle, the resulting angle will be locked within the two limits.
The rule of setting maximum and minimum limits on the ankle angle derives from the definition of rotation shown in Fig. 5 , where the left and right ankle pitch angles, θ an l and θ an r , are defined as positive for the posture of tilting forward and negative for a backward movement. These two limit angles are immediately updated whenever the current ZMP breaches the front or rear boundary of the DSR. The said principle is described as follows: Unlike Huang et al. [8] , this paper additionally proposes a posture stabilization scheme for knee and hip joints that employs ZSRC. To compensate the knee joint in the supporting leg, a mathematical relationship between the change of knee joint angle, Δθ 2 , and the X-axis displacement of hip joint, ΔX 2 , needs to be clarified first. A kinematic expression between the position of the hip joint and the two relevant joint variables is attained from the PB method [12] in the following way:
( ) where l 1 s ( = l 1 | cosϕ 1 | ) and l 2 s ( = l 2 | cosϕ 1 | ) represent the corresponding link lengths of the tibia and femur viewed from the right when the support leg is tilted by the roll ankle joint angle, ϕ 1 , as shown in Fig. 5 . X 0 and X 2 are the respective X-axis positions of the base point and hip joint and θ 1 , θ 2 , and θ 3 are the ankle, knee, and hip joint angles rotating on the sagittal plane relative to the ground.
Replacing θ 2 and X 2 with θ 2 + Δθ 2 and X 2 + ΔX 2 in (6) and subtracting X 2 from the resultant X 2 + ΔX 2 leads to the following relationship:
When the robot is tilting forward (d ZMP > 0), X 2 should shift backward with the negative displacement of − l ft d ZMP to maintain a stable posture-where l ft represents the foot length of the humanoid robot. On the contrary, as the robot begins to fall back (d ZMP < 0), X 2 should move forward with a positive displacement of − l ft d ZMP for stability. Therefore, the desired displacement, ΔX 2 , is described as independent of the polarity of d ZMP :
Substituting (8) with the term in (7) and rewriting it leads to the following equation:
where k ZMP (kn) is the control gain to be tuned for the knee joint angle. Care must be taken that Δθ 2 does not make θ 2 become a negative value, which corresponds to rotating the lower leg as bent forward and thus unlike a human.
The third strategy of ZSRC is to let the hip joint in the support leg rotate adequately to resume the erect trunk quickly. The trunk pitch angle θ tr is the sum of θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 as shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore, an increase of θ 3 is identical with that of θ tr .
As the robot tilts forwards, θ tr decreases to below 90° and d ZMP begins to increase beyond 0. Therefore, a difference of θ tr , Δθ tr , should be increased in proportion with d ZMP to allow θ tr to increase back to 90°. On the contrary, when the robot is falling back the resultant increase of any trunk angle over 90° has to be prohibited by changing Δθ tr to a negative, referring to the negative d ZMP . Therefore, the principle of controlling the trunk angle with the hip joint can be implemented by the following equation:
where k ZMP (hp) is the ZMP control gain for the hip joint. In this paper ZSRC is not applied to control of the roll ankle and hip joints in the support leg because of the high sensitivity of FSR outputs in the Y direction.
Sensory reflex control based on trunk angle
When a humanoid robot walks on an uneven and/or inclined floor, FSR often fails to provide precise information on the current posture stability. In this case, the inclination angle of the trunk is a good resource to indicate the stability of the robot. Fig. 10 illustrates the moments when a humanoid robot is on the verge of falling back and to the left supported by the edge of the foot. In both cases, the absolute angles of the supporting foot deviating from the ground are α and β respectively.
In case of Fig. 10(a) , the X-axis NZMP reaches its lower boundary of 0 and thus an urgent control scheme for the ankle joint is necessary to prevent the robot from falling. Including the pitch deviation angle of the support foot from the ground, α, the actual pitch angle of trunk has the following relationship:
q a= + + +
where θ tr is the trunk pitch angle measured from IMU and θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 are the measured angles of leg pitch joints received from each encoder.
Let θ tr be the desired trunk pitch angle for θ tr to reach by incremental rotation of θ 1 , Δθ 1 . In this case, θ tr has the following relationship with θ tr : 
From observing (12) , the output of SRC for the ankle pitch joint is described as:
where k θ (an) is the ankle gain of the inclination-based SRC (ISRC) based on the trunk angle. Basically, it is favourable to set the desired trunk angle θ tr at 90°, which can be set slightly differently depending on the condition of motion, like carrying objects or walk velocity.
In the same manner, the hip pitch joint can contribute to quickly restoring the trunk to an upright position by replacing Δθ 1 with Δθ 3 in (12) and rewriting it like (13) , which leads to the following equation:
where k θ (hp) is the hip gain of ISRC.
In the case of Fig. 10(b) , the robot is prone to falling to the left, and thus the ankle roll joint must rotate in a anticlock-wise direction to restore the trunk angle to an upright position. Including the roll deviation angle of the supporting foot from the ground, β, the actual roll angle relationship of trunk is described as 1 2ˆˆtr
where φ tr is the trunk roll angle measured from the IMU, and φ 1 and φ 2 are measured angles of the roll ankle and hip joints, respectively.
Let φ tr be the desired trunk roll angle, different from the actual trunk roll angle, φ tr , which will be reached by incremental rotations of ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 , i.e., Δϕ 1 and Δϕ 2 .
Following the above rules, ISRC schemes for the roll ankle and hip joints are described as
where k ϕ (an) and k ϕ (hp) denote the ISRC gains for the roll ankle and hip joints respectively. It should be noted that in erect standing or biped walking without any load it is recommended that, in corresponding order, θ tr and φ tr are set to 90° and 0°.
Experiment Results
Pitch swing control
A majority of tasks assigned to humanoid robots will be serving people with repeated standing and stooping postures. As the robot lowers its trunk, the ZMP will move forward, weakening the posture stability. To this end, the ZSRC described in Section 4.1 is applied to the whole-body pitch swing motion while standing, which is commanded by rotating both ankle joints in a sinusoidal waveform of magnitude 10°. Fig. 11 shows the average NZMP profiles when the robot performs sinusoidal swinging in a standing position. Since the humanoid robot stands on one leg or on both, the NZMP needs to be averaged in case of a double support phase. As shown in the figure, without the ZSRC for the pitch ankle, knee, and hip joints, the NZMP stays momentarily at the extreme boundaries of 0 and 1, when the robot is ready to fall down. However, the NZMP trajectory attained from the result of ZSRC is detached from the upper bound and shortly stays at the lower bound instead. Fig. 12 displays the trajectories of the trunk pitch angle, where the trunk swings more than ±20° without ZSRC but less than ±10° with ZSRC. Fig. 13 shows the three pitch angle trajectories during the experiment. It is worth noting in the case of ZSRC that the resultant pitch ankle joint rotates inside the upper and lower boundaries determined by the measure of ZMP stability. It is apparent from the experiment's results that the proposed ZSRC is quite effective in posture stabilization of the robot for the excessive pitch swing motion in a standing position.
Walking control
Since most floors of buildings and offices have slight inclinations, walking on an inclined floor is significant for the high mobility of humanoid robots. In this paper, ISRC is applied to the walking experiment of a humanoid robot on the floor with an angle of 7°. Figs. 15 to 17 plot sensory data for NZMP, the trunk pitch angle, and the ankle pitch angle for the comprehension of the robot's status. Fig. 15 plots measured NZMP profiles with and without ISRC during the experiment. It is apparent in the figure that NZMP with ISRC tend to stay near to the centre position longer than without ISRC, which retreats to 0 because of the inclination of the floor. This aspect of NZMP implies that the ISRC enables the humanoid robot to walk with enhanced posture stability. Fig. 16 compares the trunk pitch angle profiles for the two types of walking. Without ISRC, the gait pattern optimally generated for normal flat ground makes the trunk angle rotate more than an upright angle, which definitely leads to a fall backwards. Figure 17 magnifies the trajectories of the ankle joint angle with and without control, where the ankle joint rotates more in the case of ISRC to adjust the trunk angle upright from the ground. All the experiments were carried out using only FSR and IMU sensors installed in ROBOTIS-OP and the experiment's results validate the effectiveness of the proposed ISRC for walking on a slightly sloped floor, which is impossible without the compensation of pitch joint angles.
Conclusion
This paper proposes an effective ZMP-based sensory reflex control scheme for balancing a humanoid robot statically moving in a standing position and an inclination-based SRC scheme for biped walking on a slightly inclined floor. In regards to ZSRC the ankle pitch joint is controlled to rotate inside the limit angles set online so the current ZMP does not flow out of the desired stable region, and the knee and hip joints help the humanoid robot quickly resume an erect trunk angle.
In the case that ZSRC is not available in the walking phase, the second control scheme, ISRC, is applied to adjust the pitch and roll angles of the ankle and hip joints in proportion with the measured trunk angle. The effectiveness of the proposed SRCs has been validated through experiments with a small humanoid robot ROBOTIS-OP.
